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∗ The search for high-lying yrast states in 206Bi

∗ Valence particle-hole excitations in 206Bi –
comparison with shell model calculations

∗ States arising from core excitations – high-spin 
isomers



Deep-inealastic collisions

∗ 76Ge (450MeV) beam on 208Pb (50mg/cm2) 
target        deep-inelastic collisions

∗ Pulsed beam       prompt and delayed 
gamma-gamma coincidences

beam

GAMMASPHERE, Argonne 
National Laboratory, USA
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206Bi – level scheme

The sum of off-beam spectras (double 
gates on every pair of previously known 
transitions: 150, 266, 543, 548, 595 keV)
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Shell model 
calculations

∗ 206Bi: 1 proton and 3 neutron 
holes (with respect to 208Pb) –
states from valence particle 
and holes couplings up to 23+

∗ Shell model calculations 
describing 206Bi high-spin 
structure must include core 
excitations

Shell model calculations with the present 
version of Kuo-Herling interaction
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a2 = -0.33(4)
a4 = -0.03(5)

a2 = 0.20(5)
a4 = -0.06(7)

a2 = -0.40(6)
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a2 = 0.14(2)
a4 = -0.001(27)

a2 = -0.14(1)
a4 = -0.01(2)

a2 = -0.22(5)
a4 = 0.06(7)

a2 = 0.13(2)
a4 = -0.05(2)



Conversion coefficients

Conversion coefficient:

α = 0.10(3)

α = 0.26(2)

α = 0.18(4)

α = 0.03(4)
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∗ New identified transitions in 206Bi 
deexciting high-lying isomers

∗ Spin-parity assignment based on: 
other Bi isotopes, 
 decay pattern and comparison to shell 

model calculations – lower states
 angular distributions and conversion 

coefficients – high states

∗ Next steps: 
 other Bi isotopes, 
 calculation with core excitation, 
 measurement of g-factor, 
 structure of Bi isotopes as a testing 

ground for the realistic calculations

Summary



Thank you for your attention



Spin alignment
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Nuclei around 76Ge
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Wyznaczenie czasu życia izomeru
∗ γγτ matrix: information 

about time difference 
between two γ rays

T1/2=155(15)ns

A = 6.42(4), B = 0.0202(4)

f(x) = A - Bx

∗ Sum of the gates 937 + lines below isomer
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